Review 1  Quick Steps For Passing A Mathematics Test

Be Positive

1. Passing this exam is going to help you.
2. Work hard!
3. Relax! Fred, Lulu, Quick, and a little hard work will help you pass this test.

Improve Your Study Skills

1. Study for short periods in a quiet place.
2. Study Quick often, at least four or five times a week.
3. Study one to three reviews per session.
4. Make a schedule that will allow you to review each review at least three times.

Testing Tips

1. Follow your normal routine the night before a test.
2. Arrive a little early.
3. Read test directions carefully.
4. Use your time wisely.
5. Don't spend a long time on difficult problems. Guess at the answer and mark them for more work.
6. Answer all problems. Mark answers clearly.
7. Redo difficult problems.
8. Check all problems.
9. Change answers only if you are sure of the new answer.